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Brooks Adams’ preface explaining the big picture: economics is arguably the most decisive

factor in the fate of human civilizations. He ties this thesis into religion, race, culture, etc.

Another unique part of the theory is that an economic age can be understood in the

makeup…
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…of its currency, which will be referenced as a focal point of a society’s economics

throughout the book.

Different races and peoples have different proclivities and energy. Societies are dynamic in

that they are either increasing in energy or decreasing, and centralization/decentralization
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correlates accordingly.

Economic competition after consolidation leads to two economic types, the usurer and the

peasant. After an economic collapse, the former society cannot reconstitute until new racial

blood is infused, and the cycle repeats.

The Romans were not capable of commerce like the Greeks or industry like the

Syrians/Hindoos. Their economy was predicated on conquest, which Romans were good at,

and financial usury, which their elite class partook in. Roman usury resulted in an early

serfdom.



Adams also mentions that the Caesars centralized their realm, economic competition set in,

the Roman people were unable to compete, and the empire collapsed due to its own

expansion. How poetic.

Financial usurers stripped their citizens of money through tax farming. Also interest rates

were very high, with 20% being normal, and failure to pay resulted in imprisonment and

eventually indentured servitude.
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Having to rebuild the lands which the Romans conquered proved to be a big problem, one

that their economy could not handle after a while. The attempt to do so led to an increase on

already high taxes of the peasantry
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Important to note that the dissolution of the middle class led to the destruction of the

empire. Adams says that a standing army, while created by money, was the force to break the

oligopoly, echoing Spengler’s words that only the power of blood could defeat that of money.
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When the usurers of the Republic had been crushed, the Roman people reproduced and

flourished. When faced with cheap slave labor from conquered eastern provinces, however,

the native Italians were outcompeted and starved.
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Roman capitalists brought slaves to Italy who made it impossible for native Italians to have

quality food, and therefore their legions became of less quality. Adams also notes that

Rome’s expansion was limited as it was not a maritime power.

The Roman economy was fine on its own, however through conquest it actually opened itself

up to free trade from foreign lands. Free trade within the empire was actually a bad thing, as

its conquered lands were not racially Roman. Conquest would be the death of the Romans.
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Competition with the races of lower vitality forced the Roman Senate to provide relief to the

farmers and husbandmen.
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A lack of Roman manufactories meant there was no stopgap against eastern cheap labor, and

so when conquests stopped and there was no more land to be looted, the balance of trade fell

further away from the Romans.
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Enter women to make the situation worse, who paid millions of USD (1890’s) a year for

Arabian and Indian jewelry and vanities. Roman historian Pliny wrote “so dear do pleasures

and women cost us”.
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Again, we see that the east was able to outproduce Rome through its manufacturing base.

A lot going on here but the center of commerce in the world shifted from Rome to

Constantinople, which truly spelt the end of the Roman Empire in its current form. Rome

had also exhausted the treasures it won in war, and had little else to prop itself up with.
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Whilst Rome’s economy was shrinking, its coinage was become more and more diluted,

which is a way to determine for ourselves the general economic situation of societies in the

past. Physical coinage diminution correlates to a general economic dysfunction.
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The money lenders and slavers had destroyed Italy with their awful economics. Marriages

and reproduction became infrequent, barbarians became more of a threat, and more non-

Romans were recruited into the Roman army and society. Emperors came increasingly from

outside Rome.
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50% interest rate btw

Rome experienced its own feminism because “when wealth become force, the female might

be as strong as the male”. No fault divorces were apparently a thing and the family unit was
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weak. Christianity, contrary to what many think, was the answer to Rome’s problems. Many

such cases!

The Empire, in the end, was inherited and destroyed by barbarians, leading to the Middle

Ages. The economic men had destroyed the Roman warriors, and Rome could no longer hold

out against the barbarian hordes. Economics was the cause of the fall and which all problems

came from.
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The successors to the Western Roman Empire were barbarians, and became decentralized

and slow. Roman capital had migrated from Rome to Constantinople.
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After Western Rome collapsed, the Byzantines flourished, and under Justinian it reached its

peak. Asiatic populations overtook the native Europeans in the Levant, and isolation could

not be had because the Empire was the center of the worlds exchanges.
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Later Byzantine civilization became economic, and this is evident in its architecture.

Pompous displays of jewels and gold dominated, and Constantinople became

indistinguishable from other Asian cities.
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As the center of exchanges turned from Constantinople to Italy, the Empire declined. Its

ruling class became materialistic and, therefore, pagan. In Western Europe, the barbarian

societies became imaginative and Christian warriors and priests dominated.
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Christian priests became vital to warfare, and even convinced Attila the Hun to stave off his

conquest of Italy.
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The early Christians were devout in their practices, as evidenced by the perpetual

intercession of the priestly class on behalf of their people.
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“Between the sixth and thirteenth centuries, about one third of the soul of Europe passed

into the hands of religious corporations”. A very clear picture of who dominated the Middle

Ages.
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The Catholic/Orthodox schism was the product of a deeper schism of mind: between the

imaginative and economic. Where the East had capital at its disposal, the West relied on the

supernatural as it lacked capital.
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A central theme of history is that centralization cannot begin until the attack masters the

defense in war. The Medieval times were a product of this law. The rise of a decentralized

society centered around castles and convents sprung up because no force could conquer

another.
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The sacred places of Christianity lie in the Levant, bringing Europe into contact, and conflict,

with Asia. The crusades were a product of the imaginative societies of Western Europe,

seeking glory and honor in the eyes of the Lord instead of material gain via consolidation.
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“As the economic aristocracy of the capital lost its nutriment, it lost its energy”. The

Byzantine Empire, once trade began flowing directly to Italy, decayed in every way. Its

people became a mixed blood of lower vitality, its army decayed as did its art and literature.
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The Moslems at the time were in their prime as the Europeans were still decentralized towns

and farms. Adams marks the beginning of Arabic decline when its artists began to lose their

instinct for form.
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The chief weakness of the feudal state was its inability to constrain its subjects to pay taxes.

Europe’s time had not yet come, as its advances in offensive military science had not

advanced past those of its defense.
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As the Saracens were more capable of centralization than Europeans, the inevitable

reconquest of the Holy Land was just that, inevitable. The initial surprise victories were

eventually beaten back by Moslems who could draw upon more resources and larger,

offensive armies.
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The crusades to the Holy Land opened up trade routes long closed by the Hunnic barbarians.

Capital began to accumulate in Venice, the next center of exchanges. The Venetians were

economic men who had no scruples about committing sins in exchange for economic gain.
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Units of currency like the Florin, Grosso, and Venetian ducat are proof that the trade with

the East as a result of contact was rewarding to the Europeans, providing her with much

needed bullion to kickstart centralization.
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The crackdowns and hostility towards the clergy displayed by the Venetian Doge, and

indifference in response to a Papal condemnation, showed the clergy they could not control a

monied oligarchy.
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The Venetians could have accepted a peace deal with the Egyptian sultan which would have

guaranteed them the entirety of the Holy Land, but refused in the hopes they could plunder

Cairo for monetary gain as they had done to Constantinople. The Venetians were swallowed

by the Nile
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Bit of a sum up of the past few chapters regarding decentralization, the crusades, and re-

opening of trade between the west and east
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“As religious competition sharpens, and the movement of society accelerates, religious ritual

is supplanted by civil codes for the enforcement of contracts and the protection of the

creditor class”
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Venice’s currency was debased through the practice of coin clipping… 🧐
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The strength of the clergy and Christian warriors was an obstacle to the continued

centralization of the French realm, and so the French King had the Knights Templar

executed and seized their land and wealth. These acts led to the beginning of the early

Protestant Reformation.
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The Protestant Reformation was a phenomena largely found in Northern Europe, and

strongest in the Low Countries. These were the wealthiest, most industrious states of

Europe, and Protestantism became a way for this monied class to break from middlemen

intercessors.
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Justification by Faith became central to Protestantism, and the Bible, not tradition or relics,

became the sole authority on religious dogma. A priesthood and sacred caste was no longer

necessary to interpret the Bible when the masses could do so for themselves.
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Adams says the best place to study the Reformation is England, as it was primarily an

economic phenomena and England would become the world’s center of exchanges. The

Lollards challenged transubstantiation on the basis that men could not make the sacrament

into Christ’s flesh.
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As technology advanced and the attack overwhelmed the defense, capital consolidated and

the currency contracted. The desire for cheap religion grew, and Protestantism was the

answer.
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Adams says that industry bred heretics (Protestants) and agriculture bred believers

(Catholics). His evidence is the number of Protestant martyrs under Mary, which most came

from wealthy, industrial areas.
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Italy had fallen out of the Asiatic trade by the end of the 15th century with the advances in

seafaring and Vasco da Gama’s discoveries.
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A lack of precious metals combined with rapid centralization meant inflation was the only

means the English had of avoiding bankruptcy. This tendency erupted into a wealth

redistribution which evicted the yeomanry with large farming.
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The evicted yeomans became the caste with which the British Empire would colonize the

world. From the Reformation onward, European civilization has been dominated by the

economic men, and the priestly and warrior types have been swept away.
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The crowning triumph of the monied class was the establishment of a permanent police. The

Reformation swept away the old imaginative civilization of the Middle Ages. The new

capitalists needed to rid themselves of their internal opposition, namely, the warrior class.
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The capitalist class had a lingering enemy in the wealthy Catholic church, and so they would

need to seize their land and wealth. Thomas Cromwell, representative of monied interests,

was able to act with energy as secretary of state to Henry VIII, crushing his enemies with

money
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Landed interests would overpower the mercantiles, and Henry VIII would flip once more to

the Catholics to purge Cromwell, who he now saw his enemy. Henry VIII played both

religious factions against one another to further centralize his power, both ecclesiastically

and temporally.
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The tax upon the farming population of Medieval England was their service in the military.

The decentralization of the farmers, and their self sufficiency, meant that there were few

taxes to be had for rulers.
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By the time of Henry VIII the capitalists were buying up land and closing off the commons
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The acceleration of this trend meant that landlords would buy up land from their weaker,

poorer neighbors. The commons was used for sheep farming, as wool had doubled in value,

and where towns had once been, sheep pastures were erected, leading to an eviction of the

yeomen.

The now vagrant yeomen were beggars in the streets, and Parliament attempted to kill the

unemployed to solve homelessness. Men were turned into slaves, and in 1549 an insurrection

engulfed England in which the homeless peasants attempted to overthrow their landlords.
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Though these revolts did not break out into open civil war, they did scare the landed

aristocracy into abandoning their policy of killing the homeless, and now they attempted to

help the starving masses. Puritanism was a revolt against this unrestricted economic

competition.
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The English population, once homogenous, was graduated into distinct classes - nobles,

merchants, warriors, and laborers. The homeless farmers, now merchants and warriors,

looked to expand outside of England, and these men formed the backbone of Britain’s future

colonial empire.
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The landed capitalists feared the martial class, as they were the only ones capable of

overthrowing them. The capitalists made sure to restrict and weaken the martial men of

Britain when they could. These landed capitalists would control England until 1688.
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The old social fabric had been swept away by centralization. The old Catholic priesthood

class were now subservient to the state, and preached obedience via Divine Right of Kings.

The guild system was overturned by economic competition.
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The teachings of John Calvin reached England and were embraced by King Edward, son of

Henry VIII.
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“Wherever civilization has reached the point at which energy expresses itself through money,

faith must be subordinate to the representative of wealth”.
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Faith and doctrine in the Church of England depended largely on what was pragmatic and

convenient for the state at the time. The church’s position on transubstantiation was

changed five times within a single generation by royal decree or Parliament, for example.
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The Tudor’s, lacking martial ability, sought to influence the population via religious dictate.

The Puritans, being dissatisfied with the state of things, fled to Holland. They found Holland

no better than England, and so set sail for America in 1620.
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Spain never fully left its imaginative era, and so England, with its centralized society and

superior energy, was able to defeat the Armada in 1588 and send Spain into a centuries long

downward spiral.
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England poached negroes from Africa to sell to the Spanish in the Caribbean, netting them

large sums of money. They would also rob Spanish treasure fleets to ensure a steady flow of

bullion to London.
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England’s global expansion rose the conditions of its population. As capital accumulated for

the monied oligarchy, it would continue to purge the island of its warriors, sending them to

colonies to ensure their continued, uninterrupted rule.
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